
Every student deserves the best possible chance to succeed.  With PLATO 
Learning credit recovery solutions, you can make sure that your at-risk 
students have targeted online curriculum that will help them achieve their goals.
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PLATO Credit Recovery Solutions

For many at-risk learners, regaining the educational 
ground they’ve lost can seem like an overwhelming 
task. PLATO Learning addresses those concerns with 
an online experience that is filled with rich media, 
graphics, video, and interactivity; making credit 
recovery attainable and engaging.

Solutions overview 
PLATO Learning is an industry expert in proven, 
effective credit recovery solutions. By focusing 
on curriculum that fills learners’ knowledge gaps 
and providing them with personalized learning 
experiences, PLATO targets the specific obstacles 
that have prevented learners from moving 
forward. For example, exemptive pretests enable 
learners to demonstrate mastery of previously 
learned concepts and to focus just on the content 
they still need to learn.

Our innovative, relevant, and engaging online 
credit recovery programs provide learners a needed 
alternative to learn and be challenged by rigorous 
full-semester courses based on standards and 
national best practices. And our comprehensive and 
flexible real-time reporting tools ensure that you 
can accurately monitor student and class progress 
and guide instruction accordingly.

Technology-driven, standards-based online 
curriculum provides a rigorous program delivered 
to students for anytime, anywhere access. PLATO 
Learning has over 200 courses with more 10,000 
of hours of content in language arts, mathematics, 
science, social studies and electives. The depth 
of research and the breadth of scope of PLATO 
courses can help you create a credit recovery 
program that will make a real difference in the 
lives of your students.

PLATO Learning is a leading provider of high-value, comprehensive online solutions that support 
educators in their mission to successfully transition learners and advance learner achievement.



What PLATO Can Do for You 

What PLATO can do for administrators
Effective credit recovery helps students succeed, and 
it also helps you. Increased graduation rates and 
reduced dropout rates will help you support student 
achievement. And the flexibility of the curriculum 
allows you and your teachers to adapt it to enhance any 
learning environment.

What PLATO can do for educators
PLATO Learning’s customizable courses are designed 
to explicitly incorporate the multiple levels of rigor 
within an integrated online learning environment. Each 
PLATO online course is ready-to-use, and yet highly 
customizable, and incorporates basic and higher levels 
of learning, while aligned to state and common core 
standards.

What PLATO can do for learners
Learning is self-paced and put in real-world context and 
coupled with offline activities and Internet resources 
that reinforce learning in areas of greatest weakness. 
PLATO® Credit Recovery Solutions allow your learners 
to complete course requirements more rapidly, recover 
credits, regain self-confidence, and graduate on time.

Comprehensive Support Services 

In addition to industry-leading solutions, when 
you partner with PLATO you get a comprehensive 
network of dedicated experts that ensures a successful 
implementation of your solution. And as it evolves, 
we’re here to help you maximize the value and 
effectiveness of your online program with curricular 
and technical expertise, and the industry’s only certified 
Center of Excellence phone support center.

PLATO solutions for credit recovery—because every 
student deserves the best opportunity to succeed. 

To learn more about PLATO Learning, please contact
one of our account representatives at 800.44.PLATO or
visit us at www.plato.com.
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